Abstract -The aim of this article is to discover the discourse of living spaces of Riga through the films of the Soviet period and to examine essential changes of private space in different residential structures. This study contributes to the field of human geography by conducting content analysis of a vast number of Soviet films with a focus on the development and spatial organization of apartments in Riga. The analysis of 264 films illustrates that living spaces are rarely portrayed in the Soviet cinema and they mostly provide intentionally formed idealistic information about the qualities and achievements of Soviet private space.
IntroductIon
Living spaces are an essential part of cities. Moreover, spatial arrangement and socio-political connotation of these spaces are changing continuously, which challenges geographers to undertake new research methods in describing private spaces. There is no coherent framework within which to discuss cinema in its entirety. In addition to that, theoretical and methodological approaches analysing living space in cinema vary widely [19] . There has been a number of longitudinal studies involving cinema and city, which have reported, that regardless of narrative, genre and techniques used, films always describe a particular period of time [6] , [15] , [20] . Therefore cinema is an important methodological tool in describing both living space idealized by Soviet authorities and true living conditions of residents, and it allows to explain a city in a way that traditional and social science are not capable of [21] , [33] - [34] , [38] - [40] .
The focus of this research is to describe the portrayal of Riga's private spaces during one of the most controversial stages in the history of Latvia -the Soviet period. Human geography tends to interpret cinematic images of a city and the processes within it as a cultural landscape. Thus, in studying film, understanding historical background and cultural values is central [19] , since that allows to interpret the lived space of the past and enables to understand a historical place of residence, which is culturally created and intentionally organized over the city.
Ideological and economic considerations of the Soviet period were paramount -contemporary apartment must be standardized. Despite the fact that authorities stressed that communal rooms in the new living complexes will be more attractive and provide more intimacy and privacy than the former individual quarters [11] , representation of residential space became a manifest of flaws in the living space. In a study of Soviet history and design, historian Susan Reid found that the domestic life has hardly been the dominant angle from which to study the Soviet Union [32] . Only few researchers have addressed the problem of urban development processes of Riga. However, no previous study has investigated how private space of Riga was depicted in the films of the Soviet period.
I. research Methodology
In order to better understand the subject, an advanced research approach was developed that exposes various processes and elements about the formation of Soviet Riga's cinematic landscape. The research consists of qualitative visual approach that offers an effective and critical way of describing private space, as well as of quantitative analysis that allows to examine similarities and disparities of lived space. Spatial analysis of Soviet Riga interrogates which sites were transformed in cinematic places but also acts as an archaeological tool that explores hidden residential setting during the Soviet period. Features of residential development and living space of the socialist city were identified through extensive analysis of literature, especially studying residential complexes of the largest cities of Soviet Latvia -Riga, Daugavpils and Jelgava.
264 films from 1945 through 1990 were randomly selected. The data about films for this study was collected using the database of the National Film Centre of Latvia. Initially, films were grouped based on the year of release, genre and director, in order to create comparable categories. Name of director did not occur for 11 (0.04 %) films. Content analysis of films was accomplished in which each film was divided into 5-minute intervals [16] . Grouping video material into 5-minute sequences allowed to review represented urban structures more critically by using appropriate data set. Secondly, each sequence was described by eight indicators, based on previous research about Soviet housing [30] - [32] : geographical location, social description, furnishing, appliances, representation of public or semi-public space, mise-en-scène, actor's monologue or dialogue, and filming techniques used.
The analysis of cinematic content of two genres -fiction (65 films) and documentary (199 films) -consisted of a comparison of films with actual urban processes and development of housing. In order to get geospatial data of cinematic landscape and describe representation of Soviet interior, the films were divided into three main groups depending on their geographical location of residential structure: city centre of Riga, suburb microraioni and other area of Riga or countryside.
Mapping and analyses of the filmed sites reveals stratigraphy of texts written across residential living space in Soviet Riga. Collected quantitative data was stored in a spatial database (QGIS software) in order to employ methods of geographical information system on analysing and visualization of data. Various methods of geographical information system, including cartographical 76 approach, data frequency applying approach and spatial autocorrelation, were used to acquire more precise and data-based results.
II. dIversIfIed sovIet space
The architecture of Soviet times is not just a momentum to the epoch, but also an illustration of social ideals of the former leaders. City planning in Soviet Union was a political process where the city growth complied with normative locational guidelines [1] . At the end of the Second World War, the Soviet government was faced with a reconstruction task of gigantic dimensions. The wartime destruction of an already insufficient housing stock made post-war reconstruction unavoidable, thus the Soviet government turned to the needs of urban populations. While in the period between 1946 and 1950 about 52 % of dwellings in Riga were private houses, the proportion of such buildings decreased to 34 % throughout the 1950s, and 96 % of all housing stock built in Latvia in 1981 was a system of large-panel buildings [36] . Thus, the Soviet period significantly transformed both the exterior and interior of urban Riga.
During the Second World War, Riga experienced damages in urban structure. Nearly 155 dwellings were destroyed. That counts 7.9 % of Riga's housing stock in 1945. For the most part, dwellings were built for factory workers, for example housings on Ropažu Street (1947) were meant for employees of Machine Wagon Factory (Rīgas Vagonbūves Rūpnīca) or workers of Diesel Engine Factory (Rīgas Dīzeļbūves Rūpnīca) were allocated dwellings in Vējzaķu island (1948) [36] . During the Stalin era, apartments also were granted exclusively for privileged citizens, known as nomenclature -industrial managers, military officers, engineers and award-winning workers whose enjoyment of material perquisites was supposed to inform the behaviour and redeem the privation of everyone else. These apartments were well planned, featuring many study rooms, spacious kitchens and a separate bathroom.
Although post-war construction and reconstruction still involved grandiose Stalinist designs, by the early 1950s, more and more projects relied on standardization and prefabrication [30] . Multi-storey buildings also served as a layer between already existing fire-resistant barriers [36] . During the late Stalinist era, officials additionally advanced rationalizing the measures in housing economy, such as organizational reforms between the centre and localities and better training and wages for construction workers [30] . In fact, in the period from 1945 to 1955, around 300 000 square-meters living space was built or restored. However, post-war housings had minimized comfort: tiny rooms, the hallway designed as a narrow corridor, kitchen area around 6 square-meters or even less [36] . Dwelling series M-1, M-2, and M-3 are considered the first generation of standardized Soviet apartment buildings in Riga. Their development started shortly after the end of the Second World War. The main building material of these apartments was bricks, while homes themselves had a relatively large number of wooden elements, such as flooring or wall panels [7] . Soon, Nikita Khrushchev, replacing Stalin as a leader of the Soviet Union, had to deal with housing deficit. In December 1954, Khrushchev made an uncompromising speech at the National Conference of Builders, Architects, and Workers, in which he ordered full industrialization of construction. The idea was to harness heavy Soviet industry for work on housing and to quickly end the housing crisis [17] . This idea was strengthened in the wake of Khrushev's 'secret speech' to the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1956 that set the goal of resolving the housing shortage [3] , [5] , [9] , [14] . Khrushev's attempt to provide each family with a separate apartment -complete with modern amenities -comprised an initiative as emblematic of the Soviet Union during the 1950s and 1960s [41] . During this period, there were also signs of privatization of life: mass construction of prefabricated blocks with apartments for separate families, increased ownership of private transport, and intensified orientation towards circles of friends that led to rebirth of friendship [10] .
The period from the mid-1950s to the beginning of the 1970s experienced an expansion of building materials and construction possibilities used in architecture, notably starting in 1959 when the first large-panel buildings were developed. The first residential neighbourhood in Riga, where the free building principles were used instead of traditional perimeter construction, was Āgenskalna priedes [36] , [4] . The share of prefabricated parts increased rapidly, however, the hasty process of construction led to the decline of living standards by the end of the Soviet period [14] . Although technology of large-panels even doubled construction productivity rate (first experimental large-panel dwelling built in 1959 on Saulgožu Street by architects M. Ģelzis and Dz. Driba), until the mid-1960s most of the buildings were characterised by diminished living space and no auxiliary rooms [36] . In this period, modernized series of 467-A (architects L. Plakane and L. Ose, 1965) dwellings were developed. The main improvements were better thermal stability and sound insulation, more comfortable and spacious stairwells, and better apartment layout. At this stage, also the plasticity of dwellings is being sought for, for example by varying the use of the balcony and loggia [36] . That resembled the motto "better, faster and more economical" of housing construction process of the Soviet period. Subsequently, apartments of this period were characterized by space-saving idea, small kitchen area, issues with water penetration or excessive air permeability [40] .
The first third-generation homes were introduced in the early 1970s. These apartments were about 5 % bigger than second-generation houses. Five-storey buildings were equipped with communal waste bins and elevators [36] . The 103-series dwelling can be regarded as an example of the third-generation housing. Furniture developers were also involved in making new living space together with architects and engineers. The most common version of the 103-series had three separate apartments on each floor -they could be one, two or three room living spaces. This group of houses had a non-standard façade (bricks were used in the construction of bearing walls), an improved layout and additional auxiliary rooms -all these parameters were suitable for 77 filling the gap in the historic centre of Riga [7] . Another example of third-generation apartments is the 602-series. For these dwellings architects used new finishes: glass tiles, ceramics and polymers. The task of the 602-series was to quickly and qualitatively meet the needs of citizens for a separate home. Housing provided different types of proportion of apartments, larger and more comfortable kitchen (up to 9 square-meters) and improved infrastructure [36] , [7] .
The main unit of the Soviet society was the family and its primary dwelling cell -an apartment [30] , [31] . Throughout the Soviet period, residents experienced different types of living space. One of the most common configuration of the Soviet living space was communal apartments (kommunalki), in which members of different families shared the same kitchen, lavatory and interior hallways. Kommunalki were created in apartments that had belonged to middle-class and aristocratic families, situated in city centres in tenements. Usually they consisted of 3 to 6 interconnecting rooms. Attitudes and approaches towards collectivism varied. On the one hand, communal apartments were spatial expression of "public privacy" [10] , [31] . Communal living could beget assaults on privacy raging from intrusions into intimate matters to formal surveillance, but also a sense of community and precious gestures of concern. On the other hand, even in an overcrowded kommunalka, in which disruptive behaviour would have made daily life especially unpleasant, residents sharing an apartment may have distanced themselves from the concerns of others, in the spirit that drove them to construct a sense of personal space [41] .
Residential complexes (microraioni) were another integral part of Soviet residential structure. This spatial arrangement was the main structural part of a residential area, consisting of several groups of residential buildings and everyday civic culture institutions [4] . In order to advance socio-spatial homogeneity, each apartment in microraioni was provided with equal supplies [32] . These apartments represented the most desirable accommodation in Soviet times. People moved to microraioni from the communal apartments regardless of various disadvantages, such as low ceilings, small kitchens and poor sound-proofing, which were accepted because one family lived in each apartment, which had a pivotal meaning in the regeneration of private life [14] , [35] . Soviet culture also became obsessed with the idea of homemaking and domesticity, that was accomplished primarily in the apartments of microraioni, thus personalizing the homogenous living space [3] , [32] . In search for a new decorativeness one of the source of inspiration was folk art. Folklore provided an arsenal of ready-made forms and also set the stylistic keynote for decorative abstraction [11] .
III. sovIet cIneMatIc space
The purpose of socialist realism was to limit cinematic representation to a specific and highly regulated faction of creative expression that promoted Soviet ideals. Moreover, tragedy and negativity were not permitted in urban representation. Instead, sentiment about flawless living standards was created by presenting common images, such as satisfied factory workers, youth, industries, new technology and standardized living space [28] , [22] . Throughout the Soviet period, both urban and rural landscape in films are passive and distracted from the main character, and Soviet cinematography does not reveal genuine urban space with historically controversial objects, marginalized communities, untidy courtyards or garbage on the streets, the cities are portrayed from above or distance, idealizing the space and prohibiting arbitrary representation of dwellings [23] , [35] .
Living space in the cinema of the mid-1940s and during the 1950s is depicted as monotonous, continuing Stalin's artificial grand style with submissive crowds and enormous buildings. A great number of films from this period interpret the heroic scenes of World War II by using realistic scenes in showing everyday life [18] . The intention to maintain national identity is depicted by the activities that are taking place in the countryside (Mājup ar uzvaru, A. Ivanovs, 1947) [25] . Cinema supports the main policy of Stalin's regime of the 1940s (Padomju Latvija Nr. 2, N. Karmazinskis, 1945), rejection of the class struggle within the country and declaration of the creation of the united Soviet people, who had no national, ethnic, class or race problems. Genre modification of this period was generally, a war or historical drama and news-reel [8] .
The Thaw period witnessed a dramatic resurgence in cinematic production, the aesthetic and political principles of which departed significantly from the cinema of the Stalinist years. The films of the Thaw period were motivated by an urge to interrogate and reanimate spatial experience, and through this project to raise questions of ideology, social progress, and subjectivity that were particularly pressing for post-Stalinist Soviet culture. The cinema of the Thaw sought to unfold the Soviet spatial realities rather than to forge their generalized understanding. Post-Stalinist spatial politics permeate Thaw-era cinema in manifold forms, above all in its representations and narratives of natural exploitation, urban transformation, and of travel and mobility of all kinds. The conquest of the Soviet Union's virgin lands finds a broad cinematic representation with films depicting agricultural developments and with a conventional resolution of conflicts structuring their narratives. More generally, movement toward, and between, the country's peripheral spaces became a common cinematic trope during these years ( Fig. 1) [27] .
The cinematic scrutiny of space in the Soviet culture of the 1950s and 1960s was rooted in an urgency to find new forms of social engagement. It was also propelled by a need to redefine the role of cinema in the wake of Stalin's death. The films of the 1960s aim to illustrate living space as anti-monumental [28] . During the late 1960s and 1970s, cinematography brings harmonious representation of the Soviet urban space to the end and creates a metaphor of enclosure by confronting historical buildings of the Old Town with modern architecture in the peripheral area [26] . During this period, Soviet cinema acknowledges the policy of "peaceful coexistence of socialistic and capitalistic systems". Cities, furthermore, are transformed in this period's films not only through new construction but also through celebratory events and everyday people. Also, the relationship between the 78 built environment, the cinematic screen, and the female body grows in the mid-1970s. For example, in Kira Muratova's film Long Goodbyes (1972) the room is filled with a number of random objects that are transformed into a protocinematic space, while the movement in the actual space of the room is perceived as movement within the space of the images. Genre modification of this period is more diversified, including historical drama, tragic comedy, melodrama and news-reels [8] , [27] .
Soviet films of the 1980s depict city in a manner of dystopic representation outlining aimless movement through the city [23] . Cinematography increasingly declines the portrayal of living spaces in the monotonous architecture of the Soviet city and draws its attention to the forbidden forms of living spaces -rundown neighbourhoods, waste-lands and wooden houses [23] , [26] . The main themes of this period are a gradual rejection of censorship and free exchange of people and ideas [8] . This tendency of portraying everything negative in everyday life, along with imperfect public and private space, lack of facilities and untidiness, is described by Russian term chernukha, popular in the late 1980s. This genre was perceived as quasi-documentary portrayal of life as it really was (Šķērsiela, I. Seleckis, 1988) [Shcherbenok, 2011] . Besides traditional realism some grotesque and ironical films are made (Apstākļu sakritība, V. Beinerte, 1987).
Iv. cIneMatIc representatIon of sovIet prIvate space: research results
The research about representation of Riga's living space consists of the analysis of 264 films. Cinematic representation has been analysed using three main geographical locations where residential structure was displayed: city centre of Riga (including the Old Town), suburbs or microraioni (Āgenskalna priedes, Jugla, Imanta, Ķengarags, Purvciems and Zolitūde) and other areas of Riga or countryside (Mežaparks, Čiekurkalns, Grīziņkalns and other areas). Most of the films (216 in total) depict centrally located governmental and cultural buildings, transportation systems and recreational areas. 35 films characterize interior of Riga city centre particularly. Only 24 of the reviewed films shed light on both the infrastructure and interior of residential complexes (microraioni). In 110 films, other areas of Riga and scenes of countryside are described by abandoned dwellings in Riga (wooden houses in Zaķusala), countryside estates (Jūrma-la, Cēsis, Kuldīga) or transportation hubs (airport or terminal of public transport). 20 of these films elucidate the interior of less-populated areas of Riga and countryside.
The city centre of Riga experienced large construction processes, especially in the war-destroyed Old Town. In the end of 1940s and during the 1950s, only two fiction films illustrate the living space in the Old Town of Riga. Both films portray wealth and everyday life of inter-war intelligentsia. Also, four documentaries of this period depict satisfied residents and the construction process a residential building. In news-reels, apartment scenes are characterized by spoken text that highlights anniversaries and accomplishments of Five-year plans. For example, in Padomju Latvija Nr. 16 (M. Čardiņina, 1948) , the building process is being idealized: "... the first 56 apartments will be ready on the day of The Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution". An apartment in the Old Town is portrayed as a socially uneven space, contrasting living spaces for persons of different occupation or marginalizing living space by divergence of scenes of elegant Old Town with a neglected worker area in suburbs (Kā gulbji balti padebeši iet, P. Armands, 1957).
At the end of the 1950s and beginning of the 1960s, representation of living space in the city centre and Old Town is dichotomous (Fig. 2) . While interior is spacious and splendid in the films that portray inner-war period (Latviešu strēlnieka stāsts, 
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P. Armands, 1958), the living space is narrow with limited appliances in films that illustrate the Soviet time. In contrast to previous stage, starting with the mid-1960s depiction of the Old Town decreased and the space is rather identified with poor people. Moreover, interior in the apartments of Old Town is narrow, dark and with limited household objects (Divi, M. Bogins, 1965). Also, representation of the city centre experiences socio-spatial transformation. The idealized living space of intelligentsia of the previous period, now transforms into a communal apartment, where all residents share the kitchen, hallway, bathroom and telephone. Sociologist Katerina Gerasimova states that communal apartments associate with the institutionalization of the spatial structure, which brought about a system of horizontal control [10] . The film 24-25 neatgriežas (A. Brenčs, 1968) emphasizes that neighbours of the apartment do not know what happens around them, however they always hear everything. This phenomenon suggests a crucial quality of the Soviet living space: synthesis of public and private spaces.
The period between the 1970s and the mid-1980s is characterized by an increased depiction of living spaces in the centre of Riga. Fiction films show obstacles related to space-sharing and neighbouring in the communal apartments (Tās dullās Paulīnes dēļ, V. Beinerte, 1979) . From the end of the 1980s, representation of private space of city centre has decreased. The research of Soviet cinema has also shown that the central space of apartment is the kitchen. It is worth noting that the kitchen is depicted as an ideology-free zone where woman arranges the space (Dubultnieks, R. Pīks, 1986; Svītas cilvēks, A. Rozenbergs, 1987). The kitchen of a one-family apartment becomes mythologized as the heart of a private home life and the privileged site of social relations in the Soviet period [29] .
Another spatial configuration reviewed in Soviet films is residential complexes or microraioni. . Soviet residential structures are represented more spacious, with more than one room and newest appliances. Moreover, theses living spaces are resided by progressive young adults who conform with the Soviet ideology. For example, when the main female character Daiga of film Šķēps un roze moves into a new apartment, located in Āgenskalna priedes, she declares that "we should live so well now as no one has ever lived before".
Representation of private space is avoided in documentaries of this period. Filmmakers rather portray the construction process of five-storey dwellings for factory workers in newly-built residential areas Āgenskalna priedes, Iļguciems and Jugla (Padomju Latvija Nr. 9, 1960) . All five documentaries of this period illustrate both satisfied residents who appreciate the infrastructure of microraioni while meeting friends, visiting cafes and walking in the streets near dwellings (Padomju Latvija Nr. 28, 1961) , and idealized house assemblage where gender-equal, diverse and multicultural labour force is building "better future for the Soviet citizen" (Padomju Latvija Nr. 13, 1959) .
From the mid-1960s the focus was set on the continuous expansion of prior enterprises in order to reduce deficiency of commodities and services. Accordingly, these conditions advanced the construction of residential houses. Living space of microraioni is portrayed in four films (Četri balti krekli, R. Kalniņš, 1967; Meldru mežs, E. Lācis, 1971). However, due to limited information about filming location and fragmented depiction of these 80 spaces, it is impossible to determine exact districts in Riga, where the interiors had been recorded. The current study found that microraioni already make an integral part of the city, where courtyards and front entrance to the living space becomes a space of social conflict. Moreover, the films illustrate a new socio-cultural tradition -housewarming party or sālszmaize (Fig. 3) . Housewarming is an important component in representing living space of microraioni, and it plays a key role in a mutual communication in the Soviet period. The apartments of microraioni are represented as something desired for a long time. For example, the main character in film Karalienes bruņinieks (R. Kalniņš, 1970) asks her husband: "When do you think we will get our own apartment?". On the contrary, the documentaries during the mid1960s and beginning of the 1970s tend to portray interiors in combination with other private and public structures: balconies, kindergartens, schools and stores (Padomju Latvija Nr. 3, 1971) .
Between the early 1970s and mid-1980s, lack of apartments gradually is defeated, however there is an increasing concern about the quality of living (Fig. 4) . Depiction of living space in microraioni increases (Fig. 5) . Besides interior, films also represent interrelated and complex groups of spaces in these neigh- The period of the mid-1980s is characterized by the shift from centrally planned to market economy. Political reforms and the national revival movement also changed the perception of living space with emerging priorities of living standards and ecological solutions. During this period, filmmakers tend to depict neglected multi-storey apartment buildings from the distance, emphasizing the presence in urban structure of this type of dwelling. However, none of the reviewed films represent interior of the building.
The third reviewed geographical area of cinematic landscape is countryside. Although starting with the mid-1940s part of the existing state resources were allocated to the construction of socialist architecture, living space in the films is represented more as an important component of rural and not urban landscape. These aspects also appear in 11 reviewed films of the period between the 1940s and 1950s. Living space in the countryside is depicted as war damaged place with limited household objects in dwellings and older generation being the only individuals who reside on the property. In comparison, people in the rural areas are represented as humble and accepting ongoing political changes (Dēli, A. Ivanovs, 1946). In the films of this period the main spatial configuration in countryside is dim living room with limited appliances.
Significant modification of depicting rural residential space came into view starting from the 1970s. Representation of rural spaces increased (Fig. 6) . Moreover, this study has shown that dwellings in the countryside are mostly portrayed together with episodes of Riga's centre or microraioni. These films emphasize the necessity of escape from urban environment (Trīs dienas pārdomām, R. Kalniņš, 1980) . In most of the films that depict rural houserooms, central elements of the space are a large ta- 81 ble in the guestroom, loaf of bread, and the elders who arrange the space. This both defines a family and tradition space and becomes an antithesis for more advanced and modernized living space in the capital.
conclusIon
This research sets out to determine the manner and practice of representing living space in Riga in the Soviet period. This study has found that private space is frequently portrayed in the films of the Soviet period and thus forms an essential part of Soviet urban structure. The Old Town, city centre, microraioni and suburban areas of Riga are an integral part of the Soviet urban perception frequently represented in films. However, it is worth mentioning that the five development stages of Soviet living space described by Gentile and Sjöberg do not overlap with the stages of private space representation in films.
The analysis of fiction films has shown that between the mid1940s and the end of 1950s films depicted living space in inner-Riga and rural areas. The themes of war-caused damages and splendid interiors of the apartmens in Riga centre dominated throughout this period. Microraioni begin to be substantially represented in the beginning of the 1960s. A common feature of these films was the idealization of reinforced concrete panel residential apartments and depiction of progressive Soviet residents. Moreover, in this period, the portrayal of the Old Town decreased and the apartments of city centre experienced change from wealthy properties to communal living spaces, thus sovietising apartments and erasing the border between public and private spatial realms.
Starting with the 1970s and throughout the 1980s, an apartment in a microraion is a space where to escape from Soviet utopian everyday and from where to advance opposition against political control. During this period, residents are also preoccupied with the idea of cosiness, thus rearranging and improving the domestic space. At the end of the 1980s, representation of living space is dichotomous: while apartments in Riga are modernized and emphasize the future of communism, rural housing is a space where to escape from Riga's monotony.
The most obvious finding emerging from this research is that microraioni are frequently depicted in both documentaries and fiction films, thus becoming an integral part of visually represented space in the Soviet period. However, living space in microraioni is not cinematic and the portrayal of Soviet apartments is limited, especially in the news-reels, where representation of interiors is rather ignored due to the complexity to depict a narrow apartment and unwillingness to expose comfort and appliances in limited residential space. Filmmakers rather depict more spacious rooms in the countryside or luxurious interiors of the city centre. Moreover, this study has shown that although Soviet films have not accomplished their primary goal of restricting the perception of urban space and the fact that both residential districts and living spaces have experienced numerous improvements in recent years, it can be stated that the Soviet cinema is a crucial evidence that illustrates achievements in home arrangement and cinematography, as well as qualities and expectations of society of that particular period.
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